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Everywhere and on Everything is how Edward Krasiński

maker of contemporary performance and dance art. For

(Poland, 1925-2004) described the nature of the gesture

this exhibition she presents a film realized last year in the

that he employed everywhere and in all his works from

Krasiński’s studio, which draws a line, to demonstrate the

1968 onwards. Blue scotch tape, nineteen millimeters

contrast between the internal atmosphere of the studio

wide, which he always stuck at the fixed height of 130

where everything is quiet, static and abroad where the

centimeters, became his way of clearly defining the hori-

movement of people, the noise of cars and buildings

zon. Krasiński was rooted in the post-painterly abstraction

does not stop.

tradition and tried to ‘outsmart’ painting in various ways,
by disarming its different elements; but those were usually

Susanne M. Winterling (Germany, 1970), who has visited

subtle gestures, mischievous rather than consistent.

and documented the place, refers to it in her series of
works entitled Of Mice and Blood (for EK), 2009. In the

The exhibition features one of his Interventions, an ab-

show Untitled Forever (Embrace Space Projection) the

stract three-dimensional painting that was created to

blue scotch tape turns into a film tape decorated with

produce an obstacle for the otherwise too-smoothly run-

jewellery, like the mousetraps that decorate the Krasinski

ning strip of blue scotch tape. The other work that will be

studio, evoking filmic references: the trap of the view-

exhibited is a set of mirrors (Untitled, 2001), which allude

finder image and the film frame, represent the notion of

to the idea of the painting as a window to the world. In this

randomly captured traces.

case it is mainly the portrait painting tradition, as indicated
by the classic format of fifty by sixty centimeters. View-

The sculptures of Karla Black (Scotland, 1972), are made

ers’ faces are reflected in the mirrors. But the overlapping

of ephemeral, fragile materials. With the intention of

reflections create also a complex space in which the diffe-

removing the paint from the canvas and make it three-

rence between reality and its illusion is blurred. The strip

dimensional, colored paper the same size and create

of blue scotch tape has been pulled into this game too.

a horizon. Marietta Chirulescu (Romania, 1974), cre-

This installation was Edward Krasiński’s last work.

ates objects that look like paintings, on the surface even
resembling - like Krasiński’s Interventions - the con-

Krasiński lived in Warsaw and located his studio on the

structivists’ geometric compositions. But they are created

top floor of an ordinary block of flats, the studio was

uising a complex process of copying and reproduction

opened to the public after his death. For the last fourteen

during which more or less controlled errors occur, gen-

years of his life the artist gradually turned it into an instal-

erating autonomous worlds where reflections of reality,

lation, retaining works returning from

chance and creation coexist. Reflecting, superimposing

exhibitions and adding small interventions, thus transform-

and covering produce an illusion of space and of pres-

ing the space of the studio into a unique theatre of arrest-

ence.

ed events and frozen time.
Everywhere and on Everything is a tribute both to EdIn this exhibition the work of Babette Mangolte and Su-

ward Krasiński and to a way of thinking about exhibiting;

sanne M. Winterling are directly related to the study of

one that allows for a free flow of associations, random

Krasiński, and the two others have a relation with his

revelations and brave gestures. In this way, the show

work.

tries to attune itself to a type of ephemeral and unusual
artistic sensitivity which can manifest itself at various

Babette Mangolte (France), a creative documentary film-

times and places.
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